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The Ground Baking Coffeermation and Its Aftermaths

Sir Pa Capona*
Department of physician Assistant, Prabé University, Switzerland

Introduction

The pillars of motivation and well-being are founded on an 
ancient and venerated substance, coffee. You can toast us on this 
on. There are no theory to date that can Disbrow it. Not even if you 
change the grinding degree. In that regard, if anyone does it once 
more, I will certainly throw a temper tantrum. Even if it would be  

 
a mocha tempt. I will express it here once again, do not change the 
grinding degree. Another solo event and you would see doppio, 
sent to a drip to outer space. In this publication, we present a 
ground baking confirmation of a brand-new machinery for confit 
preparation (Figure 1).
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Abstract 
We present a ground baking confirmation that machinery can be of invaluable use at time. The aftermaths of this unveiling are further discussed 

to the point of non-return. 
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Figure 1: A wooden box, some electronics, and some sprinkle of magic, that is it. THE coffeesta Sion was born.
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No Further Words Needed

Software

 The embedded software won’t ever give you up, won’t ever 
let you down, won’t ever run around and dessert you, for it is the 
uttermost stable software thy eyes will have ever grazed upon. 
Cofveve is its name and it shall be chanted across the ages. Its 
backup system via email is a feature even Steve J. would be jealous 
of.

The ancient writings on the walls of the CoffeestaSion are part 
of a native language that was spoken in the Republic of Valais (which 
was independent at that time, what a bless). É pëntchyè che mèton 
choïn à béire refers to the state of the coffee machine responsible 
after an unexpected change of the grinding degree; literally, it 
means Café owners start often to drink. Another inscription, Bâ lè 
làrme, refers to the user’s state after having used the machinery. A 
state of pure bliss. Literally, tears down under where flowing at a 
fast rate is omitted for better sounding. Finally, Bâle-me oûna tàssa 
de café is straightforward to decipher, it means Give me a cup of 
coffee, referring to the primary use of the whole setup [1-6].

Result

 Be ready for an exhilarating experience like you have never had 
before. THE best coffee on campus awaits you at a fingertip. From 
solo to sharing a doppio, through having a doppio for yourself, the 

user interface reacts at any single touch in a smoother way than 
the cream of your coffee. You can even turn on and off the machine 
during weekends, what a revelation. The embedded box lets you 
slip in cash, for easy payment (you just need then to register it 
yourself via a simple menu).

Aftermaths

Happiness, renewed energy and will to go.
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